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the producer behind the d-d-d-da-da-dance track, d-project's hylen, also contributes a remix. the
album will be the fourth release in the series, after the idolm@ster live theater performance d-d-d-da-
da-dance (d-project remix) (january 2013), the idolm@ster live theater performance d-d-d-da-da-
dance (hylen remix) (june 2013) and the idolm@ster live theater performance d-d-d-da-da-dance
(matsuda remix) (december 2013). the track list has not been disclosed, but the album artwork is
available below: the idolm@ster live theter performance 09 is the ninth album in the idolm@ster live
theter performance series that released on december 25th, 2013 at the price of 2,000 by lantis co.,
ltd. it features image songs and drama tracks by ritsuko akizuki, hinata kinoshita, minako satake,
and arisa matsuda. if you are unfamiliar with the the idolm@ster live theater performance series, i
would recommend starting with the first two of the series. the first two entries into the remix series
dropped just last month, and the following two will see their releases on the 26th of this month.
remix 06 will see its release on 25 march, the same day as its predecessor the [emailprotected] live
[emailprotected] performance remix 05. this one will have chibanyan taking total control of all
twelve album tracks, including his own remix of thank you! the idolmster live theter performance 01
release date november 24th, 2013 artist seiko matsuda mari okamoto shoko nakagawa aya hirano
akiko yano keiko toda ayumi murata natsuki takaya nao yokoyama karen shinomiya tsubasa ibuki
konomi baba rio momose mirai kasuga serika hakozaki fuka toyokawa tae yuki nozomi sasaki minako
satake anna mochizuki sayoko takayama no. of tracks 26 part of live theter performance series
editor lantis chronology next live theter performance 03 the idolmster live theter performance 01 is
the first single in the idolmster live theter performance series and was released on november 24th,
2013 at the price of 1,500. it features new songs and drama tracksby seiko matsuda, mari okamoto,
shoko nakagawa, aya hirano, akiko yano, keiko toda, ayumi murata, natsuki takaya, nao yokoyama,
karen shinomiya, tsubasa ibuki, konomi baba, rio momose, mirai kasuga, serika hakozaki, fuka
toyokawa, tae yuki, nozomi sasaki and minako satake.the theme for this single is performance and
drama.
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